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The bremsstrahlung of high energy electrons in a dense absorbing medium is investigated. It is shown
that the change of the electron multiple-scattering constant as the result of energy loss leads to further
suppression of radiation relative to the ordinary multiple-scattering effect. The question is considered
of separating the total energy loss of an ultrarelativistic electron in absorbing media into bremsstrahlung and direct electron-positron pair production. Analytic expressions are obtained for the bremsstrahlung spectrum with inclusion of virtual-photon absorption, polarization of the medium, and multiple scattering with a varying constant.
INTRODUCTION

I

T is well known that the bremsstrahlung of a high energy electron in a dense medium has a collective nature,
as a result of which the bremsstrahlung spectrum differs substantially from the usual Bethe-Heitler spectrum
which corresponds to interaction with isolated atoms
(a rarefied medium). The effect of the medium on
bremsstrahlung appears in the form of the multiplescattering effect (see Landau and Pomeranch.uk [1 J ), the
effect of the polarization of the medium
(Ter- Mikaelyan[2 J ), and the virtual-photon absorption
effect[1J. The shape of the electron-bremsstrahlung
spectrum with inclusion of multiple scattering and polarization of the medium has been most rigorously obtained
by Migdal [3,4J. The papers of Galitskil and Gurevich[5J
and Galitskil and Yakimds[6J have been devoted to taking into account Virtual-photon absorption in electron
bremsstrahlung. A detailed review of the problem being
discussed is contained in the monograph by TerMikaelyan[7 J (see also ref. 8).
In all of these studies mentioned the energy of the
radiating electron and consequently also the multiplescattering constant have been assumed constant. From
the physical point of view this assumption is not always
justified. The necessity of taking into account the energy loss of the electrons in path lengths which are substantial for radiation has been demonstrated in our
earlier paper [ 9J, the main result of which can be pxplained by using the classical description of the field
and introducing the concept of a coherence radiation
length [8 J , as was done by Galitskil and Gurevich [5J.
The coherence length 1 in a medium with inclusion of
multiple scattering of the electron is found from the
condition 2wl(1 - v cos es) = 1, where v is the electron
velocity, cos es is the average cosine for the multiple
scattering angle in a length l, w is the frequency of the
radiation (ti = m = c = 1). Expanding cos es in a series
and using for ~ an expression taking into account the
change in electron energy in a length 1, we obtain for
the quantity )0 = 11 L the following equation:

ratio of the coherence length with inclusion of scattering
to L; E is the electron energy; Es = 21 MeV.
For a small energy loss by the electron (A « 1) we
obtain
A=A,(1-A,I2),
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The expression for the bremsstrahlung intensity in a
medium (2) contains in this case an additional factor
(1- As/2) in comparison with the Landau-Pomeranchuk
formula[lJ.
In the case of large energy loss (A »1) a qualitative result can be obtained by using the approximate
solution of Eq. (1): A = In A s[1 + O(1/ln AS)]' Thus, in
the limiting case of a substantial change of the multiplescattering constant the bremsstrahlung spectrum should
change substantially in comparison with the spectrum
taking into account the ordinary multiple- scattering
effects[1,3J.
If the electron energy loss in a coherence length
cannot be neglected, as the result of variation of the
scattering constant, then in this case, generally speaking, it is necessary to take into account also the effect
of virtual-photon absorption. This statement is obvious
for large As. In particular, for the frequencies considered the coherence length cannot become greater than
the radiation length, as the result of photon absorption,
while inclusion of multiple scattering leads to a coherence length value 1 = LIn As which increases with increasing electron energy. It can be shown[9J that inclusion of virtual-photon absorption is necessary also
in the case of relatively low energy loss by the electron
in the coherent length.
The effects of virtual-photon absorption, multiple
scattering with a varying constant, and polarization of
the medium can appear simultaneously. Therefore in
determining the bremsstrahlung spectrum over a wide
range of frequencies it is necessary to take into account
all of these effects. In the present work we have used a
classical approach to calculate the energy loss of ultrarelativistic electrons at a frequency u) as the result of
bremsstrahlung and electron-positron pair production
Jc(e" - 1) =2A.',
(1)
with inclusion of all the dense- medium effects menwhere L is the radiation length; As = E/EsVLW is the
tioned.
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FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM AND METHOD OF
CALCULATION
Let us consider an ultrarelativistic electron with energy Eo which at the moment t = 0 is normally incident
on a layer of condensed matter of thickness T » L. We
will calculate the electron energy loss in passage
through the layer, using the phenomenological approach
and introducing the dielectric permittivity of the medium E(K) (compare refs. 3 and 6) (K = (k, w)). We will
write the expression for the absorbed electromagnetic
energy of waves with frequency w «Eo, produced as
the result of the field in the layer of matter, in the form
E",
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which is an equation of the Fokker- Planck type with
variable coefficients.
SOLUTION OF THE FOKKER-PLANCK EQUATION
WITH VARYING SCATTERING CONSTANT
We will look for a solution of Eq. (9) in the form
X(z, y, T) = (z/8)exp [<PI(X, y) + Z<P2(X, y)] , where
x = 2exp[Ao(y + T)]. Substituting this expression into
(9) and equating the coefficients of identical powers of
z, we obtain the system of differential equations
ox
ep,(x" y)

=

lAp"
i
0
+-4
= ,
ox
x
cp,(x" y) = 0, x, == 2e"'.

A,_-cp,

(10)

We will look for the function <P2(X, y) in the form
<P2 = u-1au/ax, and in this case <PI = 2A(jI(ln u + const).
The function

L-A,-' S

<p, dx ]

with the initial condition
WI-h)

~

LA,

iiep,
A,-=2ep"

VI is the velocity at the moment t; V2 is the velocity at
the moment t + T. The function W(- k) satisfies the equation
iiW(-kl / ih - ik(l- E,-'e"t+')/L -fl' / 2) WI-h)

where

The function X(z, y, T) satisfies the equation

For sufficiently high frequencies w »1 the imaginary
part of the dielectric permittivity is determined mainly
by pair production: E" = na/w = 1/Lcw, where a is the
cross section for production of electron-positron pairs
and n is the nuclear density of the medium. For the
frequencies considered E' is close to unity: E' = 1
- wg/w 2 , where wg = 41TNe 2, and N is the electron density
of the medium.
Substituting expression (4) into (3) and averaging Ew
over all possible electron trajectories in the medium,
as has been done in ref. 6, we obtain
E.

(8)

SSe-"',lhl<X(Z,y,or) 1._,(,) drdz,

where "8 is the solution of Maxwell's equation for an
electron moving in a medium along a trajectory r(t):

it

SS~ e" (")S'1 W l-k) ('1- S, d - or, or) e-i., dor d s d'1 dk. (7)
n',
(k' - E' 0)')' + OJ'L, '

e'ro'

In this definition the differential loss corresponds to the
energy loss at frequency w per unit path in matter if
this portion of the path is sufficiently remote from the
material boundary and its effect can be neglected. In
other words, we are conSidering distances d substantially greater than the coherent radiation length. In this
case the quantity I should depend on d only through the
electron energyl) E(d) = Eoe- d/ L .
The change in the magnitude of the electron velocity
in the coherence radiation length is unimportant in comparison with the change of the multiple- scattering constant. When we take this into account Eq. (7) can be reduced by elementary transformations r 9J to the form

The dielectric permittivity E(K) = E' (K) + iE" (K) is
defined by the relation

T

=

6(s - '1),

where

is the mean square multiple- scattering angle at the moment t = O. The radiation logarithm LR in the general
case should be determined with inclusion of the effect of
the medium on the maximum electron- scattering angle
taken into account (see ref. 4). Equation (6) differs from
the ordinary Fokker- Planck equation, which was used in
ref. 3, in the existence of a dependence of the mean
multiple scattering-angle and velocity on the time.
Making the transformation in Eq. (5) from the variable t to d = t + T , we determine the differential energy
loss of the electron at frequency Ct' in the absorbing
medium by the formula

satisfies the equation

o·u

i

---_-u=O.
(Ix'
4"J....x

(11)

A particular solution of this equation is the function
u(x) = XI /2ZI(V), where ZI(V) is the cylindrical function
of index 1, v == A(jli3 / 2XI /2. As the general solution of
Eq. (11) it is convenient to choose a linear combination
of Hankel functions. Then we obtain the following expressions for the functions <PI and <P2:
nv (t) (p)H,I') (v)-H,(') ( p) H(t)
cp,(x,y)=-2In { 4[H,
, ( v)

l} ,

i'I'x'I, H o(') (p) Ho(l) (v) - Ho{l) (p) H o{') (v)
ep.(x,y) = - 2 - H o{') (p)Hl(l) (v) - Ho(l) (p) H l (') (v) ,

1) Another possible definition of the differential energy loss is discussed in detail in ref. 9.
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GENERAL EXPRESSION FOR THE DIFFERENTIAL
ENERGY LOSS

ient to write this equation with expansion of the first
term in a series:
e'
{
~ C,,6"
(d) = nL Be -2+ £..oJ 2n-.

Using the solution of Eq. (9), the function F(k) (see
Eq. (8)) can be represented in the form
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where

where
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and the coefficients C n are determined by the following
relations:
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Integrating by parts in Eq. (12) and then changing the
order of integration over the variables T and z, we obtain

S

The integration is carried out over a contour C consisting of an arc of a small circle of radius E - 0 and a
radial line (E, (0); see Fig. 1. Finally we will represent
F(k) in a form convenient for the subsequent calculations:
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where () (x) is the Heaviside function.
In the integral (8) we will change from integration
over the variable k to Integration over s. Taking into
account that wLc ~ 1, we obtain
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The choice of the upper limit
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where 1) is a constant equal in order of magnitude to
unity, is conditioned by the nature of the function a(K)
for large k. This chOice, as has already been noted in
ref. 6, corresponds to cutoff of the integrals in the
pseudophoton method at k 1m = 1). The quantities As
and A~C) introduced by us are practically identical, but
for comparison of the results with the formulas obtained previously it is desirable to retain the difference
in the designations. 2)
Interchanging the order of integration over the variables sand T in Eq. (13), we obtain
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The result presented is the simplest form in which
the general expression can be written for the differential energy loss of an electron in a medium as the result of bremsstrahlung and direct electron-positron
pair production with inclusion of the polarization of the
medium, virtual-photon absorption, and multiple scattering with a varying constant. Further Simplifications
of Eq. (14) are possible for specific portions of the
radiated photon spectrum where one of the effects discussed dominates.

l/J is the logarithmic derivative of the

F(k),= Re 2·2"'s(k) 1jl.p.,'f) e- 2i '('h d-r
AL;:I, c 1jl,(A.,-r)
.

AL
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For direct calculations it turns out to be more conven2)The radiation logarithm (see above), by analogy with ref. 4, can
be represented in the form LR = In (l83Z- 1/ 3r 1/ 2), where f = SI max
{I, (A~C)r1}.

BREMSSTRAHLUNG IN A NONABSORBING MEDIUM
Equation (14) takes into account the effect on the
bremsstrahlung of all the effects of the medium which
we have discussed. Let us analyze in more detail some
limiting cases which follow from the general solution
(14) with the purpose of emphasizing the relation with
previously obtained results and clarifying the region of
appearance of the variable scattering- constant effect
and photon-absorption effect. Let us begin with the case
of bremsstrahlung in a nonabsorbing medium with inclusion of the multiple- scattering and polarization
effects.
If we can neglect absorption of virtual photons and
energy loss of the electron in the coherent length
(As' A~c) - 0) then the second term in (14) does not
contribute to the differential loss, and in the first term
we can set lJi1(AS' T)/l/J2(AS' T) ~ -i cth [(1 + i)T/2]. As
a result this term can be expressed in terms of the
logarithmic derivative of the r function q; (x)
= dlnr(xj!dx. Thus, we arrive at the result obtained by
Migdal [3 with the difference that now q and S1 depend
in a trivial way on d in terms of the electron energy:
2e' {[
1
I(d)=-;-l'qrolm 4s. 'I'(x)+ 2x

in )} '
-4

x=(1 +I)s•. (15)

Analysis of Eq. (14) shows that the first term in curly
brackets falls off with increasing energy and decreaSing
frequency, and the second term depends weakly on these
parameters and is equal in order of magnitude to
10e2L~1. Therefore in the region of frequencies and
energies where the right-hand part of (15) is still large
in comparison with 10e2L~" the differential energy loss
by bremsstrahlung (15) is identical to the total loss. If
this condition is not satisfied, then the direct production of electron-positron pairs plays an important role.
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In the region of energies E and frequencies w where
polarization is absent and the virtual-photon absorption
effect is dominant (A »max[l, S1]), for an unchanging
scattering constant we have:
"'(ft/2)

--------tr----------~Ret

FIG. I

In this case the concept of energy loss to bremsstrahlung requires some clarification (see below). In principle, a situation is possible in which there is no photon
absorption but the effect of change in the scattering
constant appears. The corresponding expressions are
given in ref. 9.
BREMSSTRAHLUNG WITH INCLUSION OF THE
ORDINARY MULTIPLE-SCATTERING EFFECT,
POLARIZATION OF THE MEDIUM, AND PHOTON
ABSORPTION
As has been noted above, in the region of frequencies considered, the photon-absorption effect and variable scattering- constant effe ct should appear simultaneously. In spite of this, we will carry out an analysis
of the formal case corresponding to appearance of the
photon-absorption effect together with the ordinary
multiple- scattering effect (without variation of the
scattering constant). This permits a comparison to be
made with the results of refs. 5 and 6 and a discussion
of the problem of separating the total energy loss into
bremsstrahlung and pair production.
If we neglect the change in the scattering constant
in the coherence length (AS ~ 1), then Eq. (14) takes
the form
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The last term in the curly brackets of Eq. (14) is
represented here in the form of a sum of two integrals
in which b is a constant satisfying the condition 0 < b

< l~l.

In the case of weak absorption of virtual photons and
weak polarization for an unchanging scattering constant
(SI ~ A~C) ~ 1) the approximate equality
.p(f.'/2):~ -C-2/a,

is valid, where C is Euler's constant,
a== (1-i)A~/4.

Here for the intensities 11 and k we obtain the following
expressions:
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The expression for 11(18) completely COincides with the
corresponding result obtained by Galitskil and
Yakimets[6J if we take the arbitrary constant b as
unity. Thus, the expression (14) obtained by us for the
total loss by radiation and pair production contains the
results of ref. 6 as a formal limiting case for ,\ s - O.
In the absence of scattering the total energy loss of
the electron reduces to the energy loss in pair production. On the other hand, it is easy to see that for q - 0
there remain in equations (16)-(18) only the terms k.
Galitskil and Yakimets[6 J interpret the expressions
analogous to 11 and h respectively as loss in bremsstrahlung and loss in pair production, and in the general
case q';' O. With this breakdown the bremsstrahlung
spectrum coincides in shape with the spectrum obtained
previously in ref. 5 on the assumption that the bremsstrahlung intensity is proportional to the coherent
radiation length. The corresponding derivation was
carried out for a nonabsorbing medium in which the
intensity of radiation is completely determined by the
phase relations of the elementary radiating waves. The
result was then automatically transferred to the case of
a medium with absorption where it, generally speaking,
is not valid. Thus, it is impossible to consider as correct the derivation of the bremsstrahlung spectrum [5J
in a medium with absorption, whose shape was actually
used in ref. 6 without additional justification to separate bremsstrahlung losses from the total energy loss.
If, by analogy with ref. 6, we assign the term 11 (17)
to bremsstrahlung, setting b = 1, we obtain in general a
contradictory result for A(c) ~ 1. The radiation intensity 11(d) increases with in~reasing A~C) (see Eq. (17)),
while an increase of the virtual-photon absorption (decrease of the coherence length) should lead, according
to ref. 5, to a decrease in the intensity of bremsstrahlung. Separation of the total energy loss of a relativistic electron into bremsstrahlung and pair production in
accordance with Eq. (16) is generally artificial, since
there is no experimental criterion for distinguishing
these two forms of loss.
Thus, in the general case the separation of the electron energy loss in a medium into radiation of bremsstrahlung photons and virtual photons which produce
pairs can be carried out only purely arbitrarily. It is
possible, however, to separate more definitely that part
of the energy loss in pair production 10 which is not subjected to the effect of multiple scattering. At small
scattering angles (q - 0) this loss will be the only loss
(bremsstrahlung will be absent), which permits it to be
distinguished from the remaining loss Is, which it is
natural to call bremsstrahlung loss (compare ref. 10).
On the other hand, if there is no photon absorption
(E" - 0), then the loss to pair production 10 disappears,
and here Is is identical with the ordinary definition of
bremsstrahlung in a medium [3J. Separation of the en-
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ergy loss on the basis of this principle leads to the following results (compare Eqs. (17), (18)):
I(d) = I.(d)+ I.(d),
2e' "l'qw
-[1 +
I,(d)=--;;
I (d) = 128e' , 'L 3
,
15n q w 0,

',(0)

'"

~ 1.

BREMSSTRAHLUNG WITH INCLUSION OF PHOTON
ABSORPTION AND ELECTRON ENERGY LOSS IN
THE RADIATION PROCE SS
Let us return now to the more correct expression
for the differential energy loss, in which in addition to
virtual-photon absorption we take into account the
change in the scattering constant in the coherence
length. Special interest is presented by the case of
appearance of multiple- scattering and virtual-photon
absorption effects in the region of E and w where the
effect of polarization is practically nonexistent
(A s f':; As(c) »8 SI). In this case the expre ssion for
bremsstrahlung loss Is(d) can be simplified:
2e'
{2'"
I,(d)=-Im
- . J~[$ • (A';)
,"
nLo
4,'1, 0 tP,(A",;)

2'1']

-.,- exp(_'",o<) ,;/4)d,; } . (20)
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For small energy loss in a coherence length, and
consequently also a weak absorption of virtual photons
(AS f':; A~C) « 1) we have with an accuracy to terms of
order A~

..:)j 2(i-1)].

$.(A",;) "" -icth (1 2+i,;) [1-iA,th (1:i
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Integration in (20) with allowance for the smallness of
A ~c) leads to the following result:

I.(d)=~"I'qW[1+~(C+ln "1'2 )_~]. (21)
n

2L, fqw

8L, fqw

2L fqw

Thus, for AS « 1 the absorption of virtual photons
and the change in the multiple- scattering constant ha.ve
approximately an identical degree of influence on
bremsstrahlung (on the part Is of the total energy loss
of the electron, which we have separated). We note that
if we formally neglect absorption in Eq, (21) (A~C) = 0),
and if we take into account only the effect of change in
the constant, then Is is identical to the result of ref. 9,
which differs only in a numerical factor from Eq. (2),
obtained from simple physical considerations.
In the inverse limiting case of strong photon absorption and chan~e of scattering constant, it is necessary
to set AS = A~S) »1. With an accuracy to terms of
order A ~6 we obtain
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In integration in Eq. (20) only the last term in the curly
brackets of Eq. (22) contributes to the integral, and we
arrive at the following result:
ae'

I.(d)=-q'w'L',
n
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Thus, in the case discussed (AS = A~C) »1) inclu-

,.

J.

j:

sion of a change in the multiple- scattering constant
does not change the shape of the bremsstrahlung spectrum in comparison with the last formula (19) but leads
to a substantially differing numerical factor (~ 0.12 instead of 128/ 15 ~ 8.6). It is interesting to note also
that the frequency dependence of the bremsstrahlung
spectrum (23) is the same as in the case of manifestation of the polarization of the medium[2], but the dependence on the energy and charge of the electron and on
the density of the medium are completely different.
In the region of frequencies and energies where AS
is of the order of unity, for determination of Is it is
necessary to use the general expression (14) (without
the second term in the curly brackets), and here the
effect of change in the scattering constant can substantially affect the shape of the bremsstrahlung spectrum.
For illustration of the results obtained, we have
shown in Fig. 2 curves for bremsstrahlung loss in lead
by an electron with different energies. As the abscissa
we have plotted the ratio of the radiated photon energy
to the electron energy, and as the ordinate the ratio of
the radiated intensity with inclusion of the effects of the
medium to the intensity of radiation according to the
Bethe-Heitler formula. Curves I, II, and III correspond
to the total energy loss of an electron in production of
electron-positron pairs and bremsstrahlung. The remaining curves describe the electron energy loss to
bremsstrahlung. Curves 1-3 correspond to the ordinary multiple- scattering effect together with the effects
of virtual-photon absorption and polarization of the
medium. Curves 1'- 3' take into account the variation
in energy, and consequently also of the multiple- scattering constant in the coherence length. For comparison with the results of ref. 6 we have shown curves
2" and 3", which were calculated from Eq. (16) with the
constant b = 1.
It is evident that for electrons with energies not exceeding 1014 eV, in the soft-photon region w -;:; 1O-3 E 2/3
eV in lead, the effect of the medium polarization is
dominant, and in the region w ~ 1O- 3 E 2 / 3 eV the effects
of Virtual-photon absorption and change in the scattering
constant appear noticeably. At these energies the polarization of the medium affects the radiation of photons
with frequencies 108 eV ~ w, and in the hard-photon
region w ~ 10-2<]:2 eV the ordinary multiple-scattering

BREMSSTRAHLUNG SPECTRUM OF ULTRARELATIVISTIC ELECTRONS
effect is dominant. Thus, for high electron energies the
effect of change in the multiple-scattering constant in
the radiation process leads to an appreciable suppression of bremsstrahlung in a photon- frequency region
which widens rapidly with increasing electron energy.
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